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Budget challenge
Every issue, we ask a reader
to take on the budget
challenge and create three
layouts using £10 worth of
materials. This time, we put
Sigrun Campbell to the test

Sigrun Campbell

THE RULES
Create three layouts using only the

materials you can buy for £10, plus

basics such as adhesive and scissor
s

Shopping list
Bazzill Basics cardstock £1.00
My Mind’s Eye Butterfly patterned paper £0.95
Crate Paper 6x6” Storyteller paper £5.45
buttons

£0.50
heart pins £1.00
skein

£0.68

Total:
£9.58

Books
Step by step

1Cut a strip of Butterfly
patterned paper and stick to

the bottom half of the page.
Then cut little butterflies out
and set aside, then cut another
strip and add to the top of the
Butterfly paper. 

2Adhere your picture to the
layout at a slight angle. Cut a

banner from woodgrain paper
and the heart from lined paper,
gluing both to the page.

3Trace puzzle letters onto
paper, cut them out and

adhere to the page. Ink two
wooden buttons and attach to
the title.

4Cut a smaller banner, add the
name and date and affix to

the left of the page. Staple a
heart pin on the banner.

5Rip pages from old books and
cut various-sized circles out of

the pages. Ink them using brown
ink and layer as many on your
page as needed.

6Cut hearts from recycled
coffee cup holders, ink them

and adhere to the circles. Attach
the butterflies to the layout,
lifting the wings on some for
added dimension.

7Journal around the page, 
then fold two small cupcake

liners and adhere to the layout 
to create a frilly border.

Budget tip
I love Washi tape but if I
don’t have the right colour
I get masking tape and use
paints, mists or glitter glue
to transform them into my
own homemade version

Budget tip
Keep your paper scraps in a box and use them
with your punches when you have a spare
moment, keeping the shapes for future use

Budget tip
Print pictures with a white border. As 
the photo already looks matted, it saves 
on cardstock 

Budget tip
I recycle lots of old clothing,
cardboard packaging, clothes
labels and tags and old book
pages for my layouts. These can
all be used as many different
types of embellishments

THE CHALLENGEAre you up to the budget challenge? If youthink you are, email an example of  yourwork in jpeg form to:letters@practicalpublishing.co.uk
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• 3 for £10 •

Where to buy
Sigrun bought her supplies
from a number of stockists,
including
www.creativetreasures.co.uk,
www.sewandso.co.uk,
www.sarahscardsltd.com and
www.craftisland.co.uk

Love you
Step by step

1Cut circles from patterned papers
and place them around the outer

edge of the backing card to form a
scalloped border. Draw another
border around the backing card in
black pen.

2Cut corrugated cardboard coffee
holders into strips, string thread

around them and attach to the page
with the photo on top.

3Cut out your title letters, ink 
the edges and adhere to the 

page using 3D foam pads.

4Cut four double triangles from
patterned paper and adhere

around a coffee stirrer to create
bunting. Attach the banner to 
the bottom of your photo.

5Draw journaling lines in the
bottom-left corner of the page

and add your writing, stapling a
heart pin next to it to finish.

Bubbly

Top tip
Squeeze the ink out of a dark blue
inkpad into a mini mister filled with
water. You can also load some ink
onto a brush and dip it until the right
consistency and colour is achieved
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